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Materials for wor\i

TATTING
THE SHUTTLE. — For tatting, you need a shuttle, a small oblong instrument pointed at

each end. The flat blades should come very close to each other at both ends

so that the thread does not pass too easily between the blades; especially

when using two shuttles it is necessary that the thread should not slip through
too easily.

The ivory shuttle is best, as it slides easily between the fingers. Shuttles

made of tortoise-shell, celluloid, boxwood or horn are also used. The type

generally used is about 23/4 inches long and 3 /4 of an inch wide. It is more
pleasing to work with a small shuttle. The larger shuttle is only used for

very heavy and thick thread.

The bridge joining the blades has a small hole through which the thread

passes, to be held by a knot. Wind the thread rather tightly and regularly

to fill the shuttle but not over the edges so that it does not get soiled by the

fingers.

CROCHET. — To join the purls together, use a small crochet hook. An ordinary crochet

hook can be used, but some use a small hook fastened to a chain with a bone
ring which is placed on the thumb of the left hand; thus it is always handy
for joining the purls. But this crochet hook is not absolutely necessary and
might even be troublesome for a beginner; one can just use a simple pin.

THE THREADS. — The choice will be easy among the articles of C-B «A LA CROIX »

CARTIER-BRESSON.

For furnishing work, it is preferable to use :

• BRILLIANT PEARL COTTON C-B « A LA CROIX » (Art. 218) balls

of 10 grams (1/3 oz) n° 5, 8, 12 in a great choice of shades, fast to flight and
washing (they boil).

For lingerie, baby-linen and finer work, use threads more tightly twisted

:

. 6 CORD BRILLIANT CROCHET COTTON C-B « A LA CROIX

»

(Art. 221) balls of 20 grams (2/3 oz), in white, natural or black, n° 10 to 150.

. BRILLIANT IRISH THREAD C-B «A LA CROIX » (Art. 220) tubes

of 25 grams (9/10 oz), in white or natural, in n° 20 to 140.

• BRILLIANT CROCHET THREAD C-B « A LA CROIX » (Art. 285) balls

of 5 grams (1 /6 oz) n° 70, in a fair assortment of shades, fast to light an il

washing (they boil).

\OTE. — In order to make our instructions easier to follow, we picture examples worked in

thicker thread than should be used in the actual work.

The laceworks are reproduced with the indications necessary for their

execution.



HOW TO WORK
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE COURSE OF THIS ALBUM t

(Tarn upside donn) Reverse work. r.x\.

Double knot d. kn.
Picot p.
Turn round tu.

Alternately alt.

Attach att.

slip stitch si. st.

Simple stitch s. st.

Treble tr.

Double treble d. tr.

Triple treble tr.tr.

Knots or stitches. — The making of the

knots or stitches which constitute the tatting

is very simple. A difficulty for a beginner is

that the knots should be made with the

thread held with the left hand, and not with

that held by the right hand, as one might be

tempted to do at first. It is advisable to use

a rather thick thread so as to distinguish the

knots more easily.

With the instructions given and the corres-

ponding photographs, our readers will be able

to learn this work quickly. The shuttle being

filled, leave a thread 12 to 16 inches long.

Hold its end between thumb and forefinger

of left hand, take the shuttle in right hand,

pass the thread around the fingers of left

hand, bring it back and make it pass between

thumb and forefinger which then holds both

threads as easily seen on figure 1 . In order to

be able to make the loop larger or smaller

and close it completely when the circle is

finished it is necessary that the thread slide

easily between the fingers of the left hand.



TATTING
the thread of the loop forming the knots.

The end of the thread falls inside the hand,

while the thread from the shuttle passes round

the small finger of right hand. Bring the

shuttle (fig. i) UNDER the thread stretched

from the little finger of R. H. and UNDER
the thread stretched between forefinger and

3rd finger of the left hand (fig. 2) from right

to left and return directly OVER this latter

thread (fig. 3) from left to right. Release the

thread off the little finger of R. H. and pull

taut, the thread on the left hand forms the

knot.

The third finger of the left hand bends and

releases the thread of the loop, the fore finger

and thumb of left hand still holding the

threads that you find placed as is shown at (a),

while the 3rd finger of the left hand lifts the

loop and closes it (b). This makes the 1st

part of what is called a double knot.

To work the second part of the double

knot, bring the shuttle OVER the thread

held by the left hand, then UNDER that

thread (fig. 4), the right hand stretches the

thread, while the 3rd finger of left hand

closes the knot like the first one, bending (d)

then lifting (fig.5 e) The two stitches joined

form what is called a double knot.. Figure 5

and detail (f) show several double knots

finished.

aTP^S-
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PICOTS

The picots are used for trimming the circles

and joining the motifs together.

The work is simple : after having made two

double knots (fig. 6) leave a loop above the

thread held taut while making the first part

of the following d. kn. Finish off the double

knot. Make as many picots as the design

calls for. Closing the circle : pull the thread

of the shuttle while you keep the thread

pressed between thumb and forefinger of the

left hand (fig. 7).

Join the circles and arches, following the

instructions; the assembling is done by

means of the picots (g).

Having made the required number of

knots, take with the crochet hook (fig. 8) the

thread going round the fingers of left hand,

pass it through the picot where it should be

joined; this thread forms a loop which you

make large enough to pass the shuttle taking

great care not to twist the loop (fig. 9). The

shuttle passed, stretch again the circular

thread, and, before continuing, be sure it

slides easily.

Certain models have, between circles, con-

necting arches, for which a second thread is

needed. For this you need another shuttle.

All the instructions for this new way of

working are given on pages 16-17.



Insertions (fig. 10). — One shuttle, one
thread. This work is composed of small

circles made of: 4 d. km, 1 p., 4 d. km,
1 short p., 4 d. km, 1 p., 4 d. km, close.

Leave about 1/4 inch of thread between
each circle, make 4 d. km and join to the

last p. of the preceding circle.

To make the edge of the insertion, take

another thread, pull one loop passing through
the short p. of 1st circle, pass the thread

through that loop, and pull close to the short

picot. Leave about 1 /4 inch of thread and
do same at each short picot.

Picot (fig. 11). — 1 shuttle, 1 thread, 4 d.

km, 5 p. separated by 2 d. km, 4 d. km to

finish. Close circle. Leave about 5 /16 inch

of thread. Make another circle like the first

and join to the last p. in the preceding circle,

instead of making the 1st picot. Continue

likewise.

Examples worked with e Cord Brilliant

Crochet Cotton CB " A LA CROIX ".

INSERTIONS of roses
Rose motifs : in the middle, a circle made of 8 p. separated by 2 d. km Without cutting the

thread, fasten with a knot in the first picot. For one circle, 3 d. km, 7 p. separated by 2 d. km
and 3 d. km Close. Join by 1 knot in one picot of the centre circle; leave the thread loose.

Second circle : instead of 1st p. join to last p. of the preceding circle. The last circle is joined

to the first by the last picot.

The roses are joined together by linking 2 adjacent circles by the principal picots (fig. 12).

One can add an edging of si. st. and tr. joined to the picots.



LACE
made of rose-motifs

The rose motif shown at

the top right hand of this

page has heen used to

make the lace which
decorates the cover of
this album. The motifs
can be joined in rows
into any size desired.

The roses are made separately : for each one start with the cross-shaped centre piece, formed

by 4 circles (fig. 13).

*For one circle : 8 d. kn., 1 p., 8 d. kn., 1 p., 8 d. kn. Close by bringing them together in

the middle ; make 3 more similar circles, knot the threads and cut off. *Round the 4 big circles

work : for one small circle, 5 d. kn., 5 p. separated by 2 d. kn., and 5 d. kn., close.

In front of first circle, join to nearest picot of the middle circle, leave a space of thread and

after having closed the circle, leave the same interval before making second circle; after the

second circle, join to following picot of the centre. 12 small circles round the centre motif are

obtained. Alt., att. before one circle twice, while the next one is not joined, which corresponds

to the summit of the middle circle. In these circles, instead of joining to the first picot, join

to last picot of preceding circle. In finishing off, the last circle is joined to the first one.

The joining of the roses is done by attaching the picots to the corresponding picots according

to the model. In the free space, work from* to*, but in place of the p., join to the roses,

following the model. For the edging, between the roses, the groups of 3 circles are composed of

one circle of 24 d. kn. with 2 picots and two circles of 6 d. kn., 1 p., 6 d. kn., 1 p., 6 d. kn. (fig.14).

With crochet-needle. — *i tr. in the head picot of a rose, 8 si. st., 1 s. st. in the picot of the

tir.st circle of a triangle, 6 si. st., 1 s. st. in the following picot, 8 si. st., repeat from*.

10



UNDULA TING
insertions

JF*'#» owe shuttle. — Start by making the rows of circles which form the big curves of the

design (fig. 16).

For one circle : *2 d. kn., I p. 7 times, to finish 1 d. kn. Close. Bring the thread underneath

the circle, leave the length of thread needed to reach the end of the picot. Then work a new
circle of : id. kn., join to 3 rd picot to the right and start again from*. You need two rows

of 20 circles to make a band.

Join the two rows together by small circles of 6 d. kn., join in the middle alternately to one

circle on the right and to one circle on the left. Leave a short length of thread between the

small circles.

The two bands are joined together as indicated in fig. 15 by an oval-shaped motif.

Oval motif. — Make a circle of 10 p. separated by 2 d. kn., close, knot and cut the thread.

Attach the thread to one of the picots and make* 4 small circles of 4 d. kn., join to 1 p. of

the band according to the model, 4 d. kn., close, join in succession each circle to 1 p. of the

centre; then make one large circle of 10 d. kn., join to the band, 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., join

to the band, 10 d. kn., close, start again from*. The bands are joined together to make the

example by a few needle-stitches.

This insertion-lace has been worked with <t Cord Brilliant Crochet Cotton « -k " A. M.\ CROIX "

II



LACE
of small flowers

wot working this lace use • Cord Brilliant

Crochet Cotton C-B " A. i. % CBOlX ".

Start in the middle. Make a circle of 12 p. separated by 2 d. kn. Begin with 1 d. kn. and

finish as well with 1 d. kn. ; close, knot and cut the threads. For a small flower : 4 small circles

of 6 d. kn. each, 1 p., 6 d. kn., close (repeat 3 times) bringing the circles close together. Attach

each flower to the 2nd p. of the centre motif. The flowers are also joined together (fig. 17).

Furthermore, the stars are joined together as shown in fig. 18.

To make a piece of different height, it is sufficient to join in staggered fashion rows of motifs to

obtain the desired height.

Crocheting. — 1st row : 3 quintuple

tr. finished together in the picot

that joins two stars, 5 si. st., I qua-

druple tr. in the picot which joins

two small flowers, 5 si. st., 1 s. st. in

the picot in the middle of the star,

repeat in the reverse and continue.

2nd row: 1 tr., 2 si. st., 1 tr. stitched

into every 3rd stitch.



Foundation tvorJ^ with circles

Start with the flowers made of 4
large and 4 small petals.

Large petals. — 14 d. kn., 10 p.

separated by 2 d. kn.

Small petals. — 8 d. kn., 9 p.

separated by 2 d. kn. — Alternate

1 large and 1 small petal. Bring the

circles together and let them overlap

without joining them. Join the

thread at the beginning with the one

at the end, knot and cut. For the

top of the lace, make half flowers of

3 large petals separated by 2 small

petals. The foundation-squares are

composed of motifs of 4 circles. For

one square, one circle of 3 d. kn.,

1 p., 2 d. kn., 1 p., 2 d. kn., 1 p.,

3 d. kn., close, join the 4 circles by

the side picots, the 4th circle is

joined to the first (fig. 20).

This is made of circles worked in groups of four,

then joined together with lace-stitches done with

a needle.

For one motif of circles, you make : 5 d. kn.,

6 p. separated by 2 d. kn. and 5 d. kn. ; close.

Repeat 3 times, but instead of joining to first

picot, join to the last picot of preceding circle,

join as well the 4th circle to the first one. Close,

knot and cut the thread.

The motifs are joined together by the picots.

The lace-stitches are done with finer thread than

the one employed for the tatting. These are

« wheels » of which the threads are taken through

into the picots of the circles that are still free

(fig. 19).

LACE
with small squares



Hexagonal
honeycomb

foundation worl^

This model is very simple and can

be repeated in various sizes by

joining the flowers in different ways.

For a small rose motif (fig. 21),

6 circles and for each one: 4 d. kn.,

1 p., 2 d. kn., 1 p., 2 d. kn., 1 p.,

4 d. kn. Instead of 1st picot join

to last picot in preceding circle; the

last circle is joined to the 1st picot

of each rose ; knot and cut the thread

The roses are joined together by the

head picots as shown in fig. 22.

Flowery insertions
This insertion is simply composed of 6 leaved flowers or roses. For one rose : 1 circle of

4 d. kn., 1 p., 2 d. kn., 1 p., 2 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn. Instead of first picot, join to last picot
of preceding circle, and the 6th circle is joined to the first of each rose.

The roses are joined by the head picot as shown in fig. 23; note that on the inside of the
motif there remains one picot free on each rose and there are 3 on the outside. The wheels
are made with a needle.

Crochet. — You can make s. st., trebles, d. and triple trebles finished together and separated
by si. st., by following the pattern shown in fig. 23.

< 1



LITURGICAL
laceworl^

(Lace for churches)

Tatting can be used, in many cases, to create beautiful models for the church. Made in

bands, this lace makes an ideal trimming for priests' vestments and the altar.

This very open lace work is very simple to make (fig. 24). It is made by small circles joined

together and has a small star in the centre.

For the centre circle make : 1 circle of 24 d. kn. with 12 p. separated each time by 2 d. kn.

begin with 1 d. kn. and finish with 1 d. kn., close, knot and cut the thread. Then, for one circle :

* 6 d. kn., join to nearest p. of the middle, 6 d. kn., close, leave a length of thread, make a

new circle of : 6 d. kn., 1 p., 6 d. kn., close. Repeat from*.

There are for the inside 12 circles attached to the centre, and for the outside 12 circles of

which the heads are left free. These picots serve to join the circles together. 2 circles are

joined on each side ; the equivalent circles on the outside are used for the application. The free

circles are united by a small star of 4 small circles of 12 d. kn. 1 circle of 6 d. kn. joined to

free picot, 6 d. kn., close.

This Hue lace gets it«

full value if worked in

« Cord Rrilliant Crocbet

cotton t H "A I. A CROIX".

15



WORK WITH

To work with two shuttles (fig. 25), one starts

by joining the ends of the two threads with a

knot. The left hand holds the thread of the

auxiliary shuttle wound twice round the 4th

finger; then leave this shuttle hanging and work

with the other one (right) as if you only had one

;

it is the thread on the left that forms the knots

The thread of the shuttle held in the right hand

constitutes the foundation thread.

Lace

for lingerie

Lace (fig. 26). — 2 shuttles, 2 threads. Tie together the threads of the two shuttles*. Make

with one thread a large circle as follows: 4 d. kn., 6 p. separated each time with 2 d. kn., and

4 d. kn., close. Make near this circle, a small one : 4 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn., close, r. w. —
With the second shuttle, make an arch of 5 d. kn., 1 p., 5 d. kn., join to head picot of the small

circle, r. w. — And repeat from* but always join after the 4th d. kn. to the preceding circle.

Crochet. — To work the base of this lace make: 1 s. st. in one picot of the curve, 5 si. st.,

1 s. st. in the picot of the following curve and so on.

16



TWO SHUTTLES
To make clearer the instructions
for working with t shuttles, we
picture these lace works very much
enlarged. They are done with
6 Cord Brilliant Crochet Cotton C-B
••A i.A cboiv'. and are most sui-

table for trimming smart lingerie.

Lace (fig.27) .—2 shuttles, 2 threads.tie together the threads of the 2 shuttles. With 1 thread,

1 small circle : 4 d. kn., 1 picot, 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn., close, r. w. With the

thread of 2nd shuttle one arch : 4 d. kn, 1 p., 4 d. kn. r. w. Start again alternating one

small circle and one arch, but in the circle (instead of 1st p.) join the work to the last p. of

previous circle.

Crochet. — is. st. in head picot of circle, 5 si. st., 1 s. st. in the following picot. By joining

two pieces of lace by the picots of the arches or by the picots of the circles one obtains an

insertion to match.

Flowery insertions
userlion. — The centre piece is made

with one thread. A circle of 8 p. separated

by 4 d.kn., close. Do not cut the thread,

and on the 2nd thread join to the nearest

picot, 8 d. kn., 1 p., 8 d. kn., attach to the

following picot of the middle ring and

again 8 d. kn., 1 p., 8 d. kn. (fig. 28).

In the following roses, the 2 last arches

are attached to the corresponding arches

of previous roses.

Crochet. — A small leaf of 3 quadruple

trebles joined in the picot which joins

2 roses, 7 si. st., 1 s. st., in the nearest

picot, 7 si. st., 1 s. st., 7 si. st., etc.

Applied to net, this insertion is very

suitable for window curtains and panels.

Several widths can be joined together in a

practical and decorative way (fig. 29).

17



PICOT
LACE

This work is done with 6 Cord Brilliant Crochet Cotton

C-B " A i. % (HOi\ " flf3©. It is especially suitable for

trimming children's hed-Iinen.

Tlie liiM-e. — 2 shuttles. Tie the two shuttle threads together. Start with one circle of

7 d. kn.
(
i p., 7 d. kn., close, r. w. On the 2nd thread for one arch make :* 3 d!kn., 7 p. separated

by 2 d. kn. and 3 d. kn. r. w. One circle of 7 d. kn., att. to the p. of previous circle, 7 d. kn.,

close, r. w. and repeat from* twice, joining the circles to the original picot. Then r. w.

1 arch of 7 d. kn., 3 p. separated by 2 d. kn. and 7 d. kn. r. w. and start again with one circle

from*. The side arches are joined by the 4th picot to the corresponding picot.

Crochet. — is. st. in the 2nd of the 3 picots of the arch on the edge. 9 si. st., 2 triple tr.

terminated together in the closing of the two circles, 9 si. st., I s. st. in the 2nd picot (fig. 30).

lace can easily be made narrower by making only one group of circles (tig. 31).

18



INSERTIONS
fo r fu rn ish ing

Take 2 shuttles and 2 threads of art. 221 6 cord Brilliant Crochet Cotton C-B « A LA CROIX »

N° 10.

Start with the corner motif. Make a circle of 4 d. kn., 1 p., 5 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p.,

3 d. kn., 1 p., 5 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn., close. Make another circle like the 1st one, but instead

of 1st picot, art. to the last p. of the previous circle. At the last circle, att. as well to the last p.

;

the motif is composed of 4 circles ; knot and cut the threads.

To shape the insertion, att. the two threads to the picot that binds the two circles of the corner

motif. Make with the 2nd shuttle one arch of : 5 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p., 5 d. kn. ; with the

same shuttle (that makes the knots) make one circle of 5 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn.,

1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p., 5 d. kn., close. Take one circle as previously, then one arch

and continue until next corner. Go back to the starting point to make the 2nd 'side of the

insertion, like the first one.

Take care to attach to the edge the side circles already made, before making the corresponding

circle. Also be careful to stretch evenly the arches placed between the circles (i).

The edge of the crochet in thread of the same size, composed of si. st., trebles and s. st.

picked into the picots. At the outer corner : 3 s. st. on the same p. ; at the inner angle : 1 d. tr.

Att. afterwards to another corner motif to continue the insertion (fig. 32).

s&fX'Smim
This insertion is very suitable for a
tea-cloth. The framing is inserted at about
8 inches from the edge. The corner motif
can also be used for trimming the centre
of the cloth in the shape of a lozenge.

19



LACE
with scallopped picot edge

Each scallop is made separately, and begins at the centre.

For the middle ring, close in a circle: 18 d. kn. with 8 p.

separated by 2 d. kn. Start and end with 1 d. kn., close, knot

and cut the threads. Knot the 2 shuttle threads: 1 small

circle, 4 d. kn., join to nearest p. of the centre, 4 d. kn., close,

r. w. 1 arch, 4 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn., make like that 8 circles

and 7 arches, knot and cut. Tie 2 shuttle threads together.

Then, 1 circle: 3 d. kn., 7 p. separated by 2 d. kn., 3 d. kn.,

close,but instead of 4th picot attach to the picot in the arch of

previous row. r. w. — One arch, 3 d. kn., 7 p. separated

by 2 d. kn., and 3 d. kn. r. w. — Make thus 7 circles,

6 arches, knot and cut the threads. The motifs are attached

with a needle by binding together the corresponding picots

;

one can also join them together by the picots while working,

making a stronger job (fig. 33).

The corner motif has the same scallop edges but one starts

the centre circle with 10 picots. On the 1st row, you have

10 small circles and 9 arches. On the following row, you

have 9 circles and 8 arches.

Crochet. — Make trebles, d. tr., triple tr., finished together

but separated by si. st. following the pattern on the left.

Also on the following row, 2 si. st., 1 tr., 2 si. st., 1 tr. every

third stitch. On the left, is a corner of framed-in lace,

suitable for finer bed-sheets. To augment the decorated

area, make 8 inches from the lace a Venetian hemstitch and

insert on each side at intervals, motifs of half-roses of the

same design as the lace (fig. 34).



JOSEPHINE
PICOTS

•One series of simple knots, or the ist part of d. knot, forms the

Josephine picot. See (fig. 35) the Josephine picot with 6 kn., then

(fig. 36) the same p. closed. Large Josephine picot with 12 kn: open

(fig. 37) and closed (fig. 38). .

Insertion. — Start with the small middle circle, 8 d. kn., I p.,

8 d. kn., close (fig. 39). r. w. Then, for one Josephine picot :

6 simple knots, pull the thread, pass it through picot of centre circle

and tie it. Afterwards, for one large circle round the centre one

:

5 d. kn., 1 p., 6 d. kn., 1 p., 6 d. kn., 1 p., 5 d. kn. Place this half-

circle round the middle one, passing the circle thread you have round

your fingers, underneath, and the thread from the shuttle, over;

the starting thread work around the thread from the preceding motif

and continue the 2nd part of the circle like the first : 5 d. kn., 1 p.,

12 d. kn., separated by 1 p. and 5 d. kn. Pull and pass underneath

the thread, in the thread that follows the Josephine picot, then knot,

leave a short length of thread and repeat (fig. 40).

Lace. — This lace can be matched to the insertion, with the

difference that while one side of the large circle is similar, for the 2nd

part of this circle, one makes after 5 d. kn., 5 p., separated by 3 d. kn.,

and 5 d. kn.

Crochet. — The edging is done only on one side for lace, but on both

sides for the insertion. * 1 s. st. in the middle picot of the circle,

3 si. st., 1 tr. taken in the 2 picots towards the nearest circles, 3 si. st.,

repeat from* (fig. 40-41).
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FLOWERY MOTIFS
Lace (fig. 42). — Start with the flowers

with 7 petals. * 1st petal: 9 d. kn., 1 p.

(in the following flowers, attach to the stem),

8 d. kn., 1 p., 9 d. kn., close; 2nd petal:

9 d. kn., att. to p. of previous petal, 4 d. kn.

(art. to p. of the circle or leaf on the stem),

4 d. kn., 1 p., 9 d. kn.; close; 3rd petal:

9 d. kn. ; att. to previous petal, 4 d. kn. (att.

to last petal of preceding flower), 4 d. kn.,

1 p., 9 d. kn., close.

Continue in the same way for 4 other

petals and att. together only by the side

picot. For the insertion and the lace there

are picots in the middle. In the pattern

(fig. 43) are 3 petals with no picots, which
make the edges smoother.

Tie 2nd thread to starting thread. When
the 7 petals have been made, work as

follows: r. w. on the 2nd thread. Forj one

arch that forms the stem, 14 d. kn. r. w.

With 1 thread: a circle of 12 d. kn., att. to

p. on the last petal of the flower, 5 d. kn.,

1 p., 9 d. kn., close.

r. w. Make on the other side of the

stem a circle similar to the first ; it is att. to

the stem that precedes the flower. With the

2nd thread, making it pass underneath,

make 10 d. kn., 1 p., 10 d. kn., 1 p., 5 d.

kn., 1 p., 10 d. kn. For the following

flower, repeat from*.

Insertion (fig. 44). — The insertion is

made exactly as the lace, but in the top side

of the flowers one also makes circles like

this: 10 d. kn. ; att. to head picot of the

4th petal, 5 d. kn., att. to p. of 6th petal of

the following flower, r. w. — One similar

circle, but reversed for the d. kn. and the

picots. r. w. — On the 2nd thread: 10 d.

kn., att. to next free picot of the flower,

that is on the 5th petal, 10 d. kn., att. to

head picot of 2nd circle, r. w. — One
arch of 18 d. kn., with picot after the 9 th.

Crochet. — is. st. in the nearest picot,

9 si. st., 1 s. st. in the following picot.

With this insertion and the lace shown
below, it is easy to make a beautiful trimm-
ing for a bed sheet. The small half-motifs

are very suitable for baby-linen and lingerie.

Sniall separate motif (fig. 45). —
Knot the two threads. — 1st circle, with

1 thread: 8 d. kn., 5 p., separated by 2 d.

kn., 5 d. kn., 1 short p., 3d. kn., close; 2nd
circle: 3 d. kn., att., 5 d. kn., 5 p. separated

by 2 d. kn., 5 d. kn., 1 short p., 3 d. kn.,

close; 3rd circle: like the 2nd, but) finish

off with 8 d. kn., close.

Stem : on the 2nd thread, 8 d. kn. With
1 thread, one small circle of 12 d. kn.,

close. Take the 2nd thread, 12 d. kn.

Tie and cut the thread.



The insertion above can be used as applique work on
elegant blouses. The lace <flg. 42) lends itself to the
trimming of a petticoat or other lingerie and also for
the sheets of a child's bed. These two models
combined enable one to obtain very pretty effects.

Chevron insertions
This insertion is composed of triangular motifs,

shown in the photograph as one complete motif

and two half ones (fig. 46).

Each triangle consists of circles made with

1 thread. Each circle is made of: 12 d. kn., 1 p.

(used for joining different elements of the triangle),

12 d. kn. One works two groups of 4 circles

bound together by 2 picots. Then 4 groups of

3 circles placed respectively right above, to the

right and to the left of the first ones. The circle

at the end of the triangle is worked into the edge.

The small circles of 8 d. kn. sewn on to the centre

of these groups are made separately and fixed on
at the very end.

Work likewise all the triangles needed, without

joining them, then work each edge separately

with 2 threads, starting from one angle at the

base of a triangle; arches are of 9 d. kn. att. to

edge of one circle; for this, one can either reserve

one short picot, when making the circles nearest

the edge, or pull the thread between 2 d. kn.,

and make like that one picot.



FL WEKY
lace and insertions

JLace (fig. 47). — The roses are made
separately. For one rose, 6 circles of:

5 d. kn., 5 p. separated by 2 d. kn. and

5 d. kn., close, but instead of first picot, att.

the work to the last picot of preceding circle.

The last circle is joined to the first.

For the cloverleaf-motifs between the

roses, make a circle of 4 d. kn., 3 p. separated

by 2 d. kn., 4 d. kn., close, then a circle of

5 d. kn., 5 p. separated by 2 d. kn. and

5 d. kn., close, lastly a small circle similar

to the first one. Turn the work so that the

circles point downwards; tie 2nd thread to

starting thread; then make, on the 2nd

thread : one arch of 18 d. kn. with picots

after every 3rd d. kn., att. to the middle

picot on one of the circles of the roses.

r. w. — 3 d. kn., att. to middle picot of the

last small circle of the clover, 6 d. kn.

with picot in middle att. to nearest picot

of the large circle in the clover, 6d. kn.

with picot in middle, att. to picot in the

middle of 2nd circle of the rose. Then

3 arches with 4 p. separated by 3 d. kn.,

att. always to the middle picot of the

following circle of the rose. r. w. —
1 arch of 18 d. kn. with 5 picots as pre-

viously, r. w. and start again from the

clover, joining this motif according to the

indications of the pattern.

Crochet. — For the inside edge: 1 tr. on

the free picot of a rose, 5 si. st., 3 s. st.

separated by 1 si. st. on the 3 picots in

middle of the curve, 4 si. st., etc.

Insertion (fig. 48). — The insertion is

worked with the same roses as the lace, but

the roses joining them are composed of

4 circles, i. e. 2 small ones with 3 p. and

2 large ones with 5 picots. While working

this design, att. by the picots the roses to

the motifs in between.
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FLOWERY
LACE

This lace is made with two threads

(fig. 49). Tie the two shuttle threads

together. Start with the middle of a

flower. With 1 thread : 1 small circle of

8 d. kn., 1 p., 8 d. kn., close.

With the 2nd thread: 2 d. kn., 8 p. separ-

ated by 3 d. kn. and 2 d. kn., att. to middle

picot of the central circle, then make a

2nd arch like the first, work back to the

beginning, att. to the first knot. One arch

of 8 d. kn., 1 p., 8 d. kn. r. w. With the

1st thread. — One small circle: 6 d. kn.,

att. to 2nd p. of the middle curve, 6 d. kn.,

close, r. w. — *Take again the 2nd thread

for one arch of : 2 d. kn., 6 p. separated by

3 d. kn., 2 d. kn. r.w. — One circle of

12 d. kn., att. to middle of 2nd nearest p.

of the inside arch. Do this twice more

from*. Then one arch of 8 d. kn., 1 p.,

8 d. kn., and one small circle of 6 d. kn.

;

att. to nearest picot, 6 d. kn., close, r.w. —
One arch of 8 d. kn. r. w. — One large

circle: 6 d. kn., 1 p., three times; and

6 d.kn. ; that is 24d.kn. with 3 p. in between,

r. w. — One arch of 8 d. kn. Start again

from the beginning, but at the arch of 8 d.

kn., att. to corresponding picot. For the

lower edge, att. to head picot of the large

circle, one arch of 7 d. kn., 1 p., twice; and

7 d. kn. r.w.— One small circle of 5 d. kn.,

att. to 3rd picot of the middle arch, 5 d. kn.,

close, r. w. — One arch of 7 d. kn., 2 p.,

separated by 7 d. kn., and 7 d. kn.

Crochet. — is. st. in the first picot of one

curve, 4 si. st., 1 s. st. in the following picot,

6 si. st., 1 s. st. in the first following picot, etc.

This lace being very simple will find its

place for furnishing or for edging curtains of

net or muslin.

Without the edge it can be used as an

insertion in a tea-cloth of organdie.

Round a pillow-case or a table-cloth it

makes a neat and strong trimming.

I.ace worked with 6 Cord Brilliant Crochet Cotton C-B "A H.A CROIX".
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R UND
LACE

This smart lace is specially suited for

furnishing (fig. 50). It is composed of a

ladder edge and of square motifs placed

lozengewise, joined by small clover leaves.

The square motifs can be used separately

and inserted in furnishing material. Start

by the centre of the squares, which are made
separately and can be used for insertions.

For the circle, leave a long piece of thread,

then make 7 times 2 d. kn., I very long

picot (about 5/16 in.), then 2 d. kn., tighten

the circle and knot the end of the thread

with the beginning to form the 8th picot.

Knot the two threads* : with the 1st

thread, make a small circle of 7 d. kn.,

att. to one of the long picots of the centre,

7 d. kn., close, r. w. — With the 2nd

thread, make an arch : 5 times 3 d. kn.,

1 p., and 3 d. kn. r.w. — One circle like

the preceding one, that is 14 d. kn., in the

middle, att. in the same picot as the previous

circle, close. r.w. — Knot together the

two threads so that they cross each other

(turning them towards the outside of the

motif), 1 small circle of 7 d. kn., 1 p., 7 d. kn.,

close, r. w. — One arch : 5 d. kn., att.

to 2nd long picot of the centre, 5 d. kn.

r. w. — One circle of twice 7 d. kn. that

you att. to the middle picot of the preceding

circle, r. w. — Knot the two threads

together so that they cross each other and

start again 3 times from*.

With a needle, take the long thread left at

the start and work round the middle circle

with a cord-stitch, that takes, in crossing

them, the threads forming the long picots.

The squares are joined together by the

picots in the middle of an arch. Between

the motifs, towards the edge, att. groups

of 3 small circles of 16 d. kn. with picot in

the middle. These circles are joined, as

shown on the photograph below, to the two

nearest motifs.

Crochet. — 1st row : 1 s. st. in the picot

of a group of 3 circles, 11 si. st., 1 tr. in the

2nd p. of an arch, 5 si. st., 1 tr. in the 2nd

nearest p. of the same arch, 11 si. st., 1 s. st.

in the p., etc. 2nd row : 1 tr., 1 si. st., 1 tr.

in every second st.

mSmh
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MOTIFS
for applique work^

The rose-pattern on the right composing the lace (fig. 50)

makes by itself very pretty applique work (fig. 51). Joined

together, these roses can be used as an insertion, by making an

edge in crochet, on each side, in the same way as the previous

lace with the joined circles.

Roses with 5
petals

With 2 shuttles. — *With 1 thread, make a circle of 6 d. kn.,

1 p., 6 d. kn., close.

On the 2nd thread, one arch of : 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p.,

3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., r. w., and repeat 4 times from * but

join the circles between them by the picot in first circle.

2nd turn of the rose. — * With 1 thread, make a circle of

6 d. kn., att. in the 2nd p. of one arch of the centre, 6 d. kn.,

close. On the 2nd thread, one arch of 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn.,

1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., r. w. With 1 thread, 1 circle of

6 d. kn., join in the same p. as the previous circle, 6 d. kn.,

close.

On the 2nd thread, one arch of 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn.,

1 p., 3 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn. ; repeat 4 times from* (fig. 51 bis).

Roses with small squares

Starting in the middle, make 4 circles very closely bunched;

for each one : 18 d. kn. with p. in the middle ; att. the beginning

to the end by a knot, cut threads. Att. the 2 threads : make a

circle as previously with one thread, but instead of picot, att.

the circle to the picot of one of the centre-circles, r. w. ; and,

for one arch (with the 2 threads), 2 d. kn., and 11 p. separated

by 2 d. kn.; then 2 d. kn. r. w. Alternate, 1 circle, 1 arch,

2 circles, 1 arch.

The circumference is formed by 8 arches; 3 circles are att. in

the same picot of the centre as shown in the photograph (fig. 52).
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TRIANGLE
These three motifs can be worked either with
Drilliant Irish thread C-B " A i, A CROIX "

or with 6 Cord Brilliant Crochet Cotton C-R
" A I.A CROIX ".

How to work. Tie the two shuttle

threads together. With the two threads

:

2 d. kn., i p. rather elongated, 2 d. kn., I p.,

as previously, make like this a half-circle,

with 8 p., knot the two ends. r. w. to

make with 2 threads one arc of circle in the

opposite direction to the 1st and made of

:

8 d. kn., i short p. (a), 4 d. kn. r. w. 1 small

circle of 8 d. kn., att. to 1st long picot

opposite, 4 d. kn., 1 short p., 4 d. kn., close.

GOTHIC-
How to work. Tie the two shuttle

threads together. With 1 thread : 4 d. kn.,

1 p., 4 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn.,

close the circle, r. w. One arch (2 threads)

of 6 d. kn., r.w., I circle as previously but,

after the 1st, 4 d. kn., att. to the last picot

of previous circle; repeat twice more the

arch and the circle, att. to the previous one.

Then 1 arch of 3 d. kn., 1 p., 5 d. kn., 1 p.,

4 d. kn., r. w., 1 small circle of: 4 d. kn.

;

att. to previous circle, 4 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn.

r. w. Then one arch of 4 d. kn., 1 p.,

MOTIF WITH
How to work. Tie two shuttle

threads together. Start by the circles

that form the cloverleaves : 1 small circle

of 7 d. kn., 5 p. separated by 2 d. kn., 3 d.

kn., close.

One large circle of J d. kn., all. to last



FOR APPLIQUE WORK
Take the 2 shuttles: 7 d. kn., r. w.,

another circle of 4 d. kn. joining to short

picot of previous circle, 4 d. kn., close.

Continue likewise all round the centre and
finish off with 4 d. kn., 1 short p., 2 d. kn.

Att. to edge of centre and make 6 d. kn. to

complete the centre circle. Knot and cut

the thread. Go on from p. (a) where one

att. (this kn. is shown at top left of the

motif) the threads to make the edge;

1 arch of 6 d. kn., r. w. circle of 4 d. kn.,

att. to the base of 1st circle, 6 d. kn., close.

r. w. 1 arch of: 6 d. kn., 1 p., 8 d. kn.

r. w., circle of 3 d. kn., att. to middle of

the nearest arch by pulling up a thread

between 2 d. kn., 3 d. kn., close. Use a

pin to facilitate the passage of the crochet-

hook, r. w. 1 arch of 7 d. kn., att. to

the following arch of the centre. Make one

arch of: 4 d. kn., att. to the following arch

of the centre. Make 1 arch: 4 d. kn., att.

to the following arch of the centre, 11 d. kn.

r. w. 1 circle of : 7 d. kn., att. to the middle of

the following arch of the centre, 7d.kn.,close.

r. w. 11 d.kn., att., 4 d. kn., att., 7 d. kn.

r. w. 1 small circle of 3 d. kn., att., 3 d. kn.,

close, r. w. 8 d. kn., 1 p., 6 d. kn. r. w.

1 circle of 5 d. kn., att. to the base of the

centre motif, 5 d. kn., close, r. w. 7 d. kn.,

then att. to the beginning of the work(fig.53).

ARCH MOTIFS
5 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., r.w. 1 circle like

the first ones, but att. to last small circle,

and to the large one facing it. Repeat

\ times the curves and the circles att. to

the first circles that are opposite, r. w.

Then with 2 threads, 4 d. kn., att. to' last

p. made, 6 d. kn., att. to 1st picot made at the

beginning; 4 d. kn., att. to the base of 1st

circle made ; knot and cut the threads. On
each side, a motif composed of 4 small circles

of 16 d. kn., with 1 p. in the middle. Att. 2 of

these circles to the motif at the beginning.

All round, starting from the point where

you finished the motif at the beginning:

two threads, 1 arch of 11 d. kn., att. to the

picot of angle motif, 1 curve of 10 d. kn.,

att. to following p. in the motif, 1 arch of

8 d. kn. r. w., 1 circle made with the first

shuttle, and composed of 16 d. kn. (and att.

in the middle to the motif) . Then arches of

10 d. kn., att., 4 d. kn., att., 10 d. kn., att.,

4 d. kn., att., 10 d. kn., r. w., circle of 16 d.

kn., att. to middle. Then arches of 8 d. kn.,

att., 10 d. kn., att., 11 d. kn., att. (fig. 54).

FOUR CLOVERLEAVES
picot of previous circle, 8 p. separated

by 2 d. kn., 3 d. kn., close. One small circle

of 3 d. kn., att. to last p. of previous circle,

4 p. separated by 2 d. kn., and 7 d. kn.,

close, r. w. With the second thread one

arch of: 6 d. kn., 1 large p., 6 d. kn., this

forms the stem ; repeat three times from the

beginning, but instead of first p. of the

first circle, att. to last p. of preceding

group. For the arch, att. after the 6th d.kn.

in the long p. that forms the centre of the

motif (fig. 55)..
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LARGE
STAR

This very effective large star is

made with 6 Cord Brilliant Cro-
chet Cotton IB '•/» LA CKOIX".

Instructions. Start the star with the

centre circle. For one circle: i d. kn.,

12 very long picots separated by 2 d. kn.,

to finish r d. kn., close, knot and cut the

threads. One small circle of 10 d. kn.,

with a p. in the middle, close.

2nd round: On 2 threads, make for

a scallop, * 10 d. kn., att. to first p. of the

middle circle, 10 d. kn. Second small

circle of 10 d. kn., but after the 5th d. kn.,

att. in the p. of first small circle. Repeat

from*. Make 12 scallops, and twelve sets

of two small circles. When finishing the

round, knot together the threads of the

first and the last scallops and the threads

of the small circles.

With a single thread. — One circle of

3 d. kn., r ]>., 1 d. kn., 4 p. separated by
r '1. kn., 5 d. kn., close. Second and third

circles : 2 d. kn., att. to the side p. of the

previous circle : 1 d. kn., 2 p. separated by

1 d. kn., 2 d. kn. Before making the

4th circle, att. to the head picot that joins

the two small circles of previous round,

then for the circle : 3 d. kn., att. to 3rd

circle, 1 d. kn., 1 p., 3 d. kn., close, att.

again in the same head p. of prece-

ding round. 5th and 6th circles : like

the second and third, but always joining

the circles to one another, the first circle

joined to the 6th by the 1st p. (fig. 56).

For the following stars, join two starpoints

to the starpoints opposite by the head

picot.

This large star is very pretty used as

insertion for furnishing. Worked in very

fine thread, this star makes a beautiful

effect when inserted in fine linen or organdie

for small napkins or a tea-set.

By joining them as an insertion or a lace,

they make a fine trimming for sheets,

bed-covers, curtains, tray-cloths, etc.
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LA CE
of large stars

Small motif joining the stars at the top.

The centre-circle. — Alt. 2 d. kn., 1 p.,

finish by 2 d. kn. ; after the 5th, tighten, do

not cut the thread. First small circle of

6 d. kn., 1 p., 6 d. kn., att. the thread in

between to first p. in the middle circle.

2nd small circle, like the 1st, att. to second

picot. 3rd small circle, att. to the middle of

one point of the star, att. the thread in

between to 3rd p. of the circle.

For a large circle : 11 d. kn., att. to the

last but one circle of the second point,

11 d. kn., att. to the central circle, then a

second large circle like the first one, att. to

corresponding picot of the second star,

finish the motif by a small circle joined to

the second point of the star, knot the

threads and cut.

For the base. — 1st row : att. the threads

in the picot of the fisrt of the 2 free circles

of a small motif ; turn the work so as to make
the scallop point downwards: 4 d. kn., 1 p.,

3 d. kn., 1 p., 4 d. kn., att. to second circle.

For the scallops : 4 d. kn., 4 p. separated

by 3 d. kn., and 3 d. kn. r.w. — A big

circle of 9 d. kn., att. to p. of second circle

of one point, 9 d. kn., close. Bringing the

circle towards the previous one : a circle

of 7 d. kn., att. to the last but one circle

of the following point, 7 d. kn. r.w.

— A small scallop of 9 d. kn., separated by
2 p. r. w. — A small circle of 4 d. kn.,

att. to the tip of the starpoint, 4 d. kn.,

close, r. w. — small scallop of 9 d. kn., with

2 p. Two circles of twice 7d.kn.,att.them to

the picots on the side of the teeth. Repeat
the instructions in the opposite direction

back to the small motif and start again.

2nd row: alt. a small circle of 3 d. kn., att.

in the picot of one scallop, 3 d.kn. r.w. —
A small scallop of 2 d. kn., 1 p., 2 d. kn.

Crochet. — 2 trebles finished together in

the two nearest picots, 5 si. st. (fig. 57).

Go back to the beginning.
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LARGE LACE
for furnishing

This model starts with the wheel of

9 circles forming the centre. Knot the two

threads and work, i circle: 6 d. kn., i p.,

4 d.kn., i p., 4 d. kn., I p., 3 d. kn., 1 p.,

and again twice 4 d. kn. and 1 p. to finish

by 6 d. kn. On the 2nd thread, one curve;

8 d. kn. with a large picot in the middle,

r. w. — On the following circles, instead of

first picot, att. to last picot of the preceding

circle, r. w. — Circle as before, that is

31 d. kn. with picots inserted, r. w. —
One curve, continue as before. There are

9 circles and 9 curves, att. the last circle to

the first.

All round, with a single thread, make
flowers of 5 circles. For one circle : 21 d.

kn., with picot after each 3rd d. kn., that

is 6 picots; instead of 1st p., att. to last p. of

previous circle, close the circles and go

on bringing them as near each other as

possible. The 5th circle is att. to the first

one and the flowers are joined together

between them as well as to the picots of the

centre circles as indicated in the design.

Close the group; knot and cut the threads.

There are 9 flowers around the wheels.

With a crochet hook, 1st row: 1 d. tr. in

the nearest picot of a circle, 5 si. st., 1 d. tr.

in the following picot; 18 si. st., 1 d. tr.

in the p., 5 si. st., 1 d. tr. in the p., 24 si. st.,

etc. 2nd row: 1 tr., 1 si. st., 1 tr. every

second st. (fig. 58).

In the open space of the upper part of

the motif, make large wheels with a needle,

the threads are inserted in the picots of the

tatting and in the crochet chain.

In the middle of the small circles of the

wheel, make small wheels with a needle, and
in the centre the 9 picots of the curves are

also joined by a wheel made with a needle.
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